What is Lucky Tiger Dao?
Lucky Tiger Dao ($Lucky) is a decentralized token launched on BSC
network that generates passive income and capital growth
through Airdrops, Giveaways, and buybacks.
The experienced Treasury managers increase the $Lucky community
portfolio by investing in DeFi, Memecoins and NFTs. Unlike other
speculative meme assets, it is backed by an array of verified yield
generating protocols and investments in LP Farming.

Tokenomics
Each transaction is taxed a certain amount and redistributed to 3
different components of the Lucky Tiger Ecosystem. Currently the
contract ownership has not been renounced to allow for the
lowering of taxes as the community grows. The total tax is
currently 15%
•

12% Marketing and Treasury Growth

•

2% Liquidity

•

1% Dev and Buybacks to Burn

The LuckyTigerDao ecosystem is fully sustainable as it depends on
trading volume instead of the Treasury balance. Dips and flash
crashes increase Treasury and reflections to holders.

Why $Lucky?
•

Fully Passive Income: Spend less time clicking on sketchy
websites and researching. $Lucky gives a singular point of
exposure to DeFi, across multiple chains.

•

Sustainable protocol: compared to other projects, the
rewards will never drop. As long as DeFi doesn’t die, $Lucky
will continue to live on.

•

Cash out anytime: there is no lock period. $Lucky takes all the
risk when embarking in protocols that require an investment
or a locking period. Investors can withdraw at any time.

What do we invest in?
Mainly yield Farming strategies, NFTs and memecoins, everything
that makes up a degenerate portfolio. Lucky has a high growth
investment thesis and diversifies degen plays with meme coins,
combined with steady income sources thanks to farming. Lucky is
composed of an experienced Team in crypto farming, sharing their
expertise in finding DeFi gems, so you don't have to.

Rewards
The profits of the Treasury are either reinvested (compounded)
into more yield protocols, or burned/added to liquidity. The
Treasury will initiate Airdrops to holders in the form of BNB,
$Lucky burns on an ad-hoc basis (we aim towards a monthly
schedule).
Buying back and burning injects again reflections in the System,
redistributing the rewards of the Treasury proportionally to
each holder's amount, but also decreasing the circulating supply
of the $Lucky token making it hyper deflationary.

Treasury-TigerBank
The TigerBank plays a very important role at LuckyTigerDao.
As we have seen, the tokenomics fuel the Tiger Bank. As the treasury
grows, this allows the $Lucky Tiger Bank to become more
intrinsically valuable as it has more funds to invest into yield
producing strategies.

Profit Redistribution
The profits of the Treasury are either reinvested (compounded)
into more yield protocols, or burned. In some occasions, the
Treasury will add to $Lucky liquidity to avoid drastic price
fluctuations.
The Treasury will initiate burns on an ad-hoc basis (although, we
aim towards a monthly schedule). Buying back and burning tokens
injects reflections again into the System, and redistributing the
rewards of the Treasury proportionally to each holder's amount.
Example:
•

The Treasury decides to burn $10,000 worth of supply:
o

$200 are distributed to holders as reflections
(immediately tradeable)

o

$1,000 are returned to the Treasury

o

$8,000 of the supply is burned
▪

In addition, the hyper-deflationary tokenomics of
the protocol reduces the total supply on each
burn, slowly increasing the value of every Tiger's
holdings.

Remarks
Considering that buy backs and burns output the lowest yield,
$Lucky considers it more productive to use funds of the TigerBank
once the value of the protocol falls below a certain value,
rather than burning it and using the buybacks as exit liquidity for
holders. Therefore, the buyback schedule of the Treasury is aimed
to occur on a regular basis, but $Lucky may increase/decrease the
rate of the buy-backs if it deems strategically beneficial for the
long-term sustainability of the project.

Management & Investment Thesis
The Tiger Bank will also incur a 1% fee per month for managing the
funds in the Fund. This ensures the management team are properly
compensated for their alpha. The ultimate goal of the Treasury is
to transform and bring lucky into its full name LuckyTigerDAO, as
regulatory scrutiny will arise if a certain number of funds are
managed by an individual entity. The investment decisions will be
brought up by a board elected by the DAO (experienced in DeFi) and
the management fee will be waived. Until then, the management fee
will remain applied until $Lucky is managed autonomously.

Management Team~
@Avocadomoneys - Developer
@MrMoonR - Promotional Graphics
@Chaingainz - Web Developer
@j0rby - Financial Farmer
@jeeyPablo - Q&A for TG channels/Callers
@NeptuneMonk - Business Consultant (Chad
McMoonsoon) doxed with cmc for communication
@mrcryptonoir – Networker
@TheOceanic – Social Media Manager

